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366.     We have here supposed that the electricity is able to move without constraint from one element of volume to another. A body which permits this transference is called a perfect conductor.    There are also bodies in which the  electricity cannot travel through the volume but is forced to remain in the place where it has been developed.    These are called perfect non-conductors.   There are in nature no perfect conductors and no perfect non-conductors,  but  in  some bodies  the   developed   electricity travels so easily and in others with such difficulty that they are usually distinguished as conductors and non-conductors.    Metals, fluids and living bodies are conductors, while dense dry gases, glass, silk are non-conductors.
367.     If we represent the electricity by repelling points we                             Jj/4s, must be able to apply Poisson's theorem to  a  body which  is                           |J'|f without constraints, Art. 105.    We then have 4?rp = — V2F, where
pdv is the excess of the positive over the negative electricity in the elementary volume dv. Since X, F, Z are zero in equilibrium, Art. 865, this equation gives p = 0. The element therefore contains equal quantities of positive and negative electricity.
This holds at every internal point but not at the boundary of the solid, for here the surface constraint conies into play. The conductor is supposed to be surrounded by a non-conducting medium through which the electricity cannot pass. This medium by its pressure constrains the electricity to remain in the conductor. There may therefore be an indefinitely thin layer of attracting or repelling particles on the boundary.                                                 l
When equal quantities of positive and negative electricity occupy an element, that element is said to be neutral. It exerts no force at any external point. When there is an excess of either kind in any element, that excess is said to be free. In a conductor the free electricity resides on the surface.
368.    The potential of the electricity is the same as  that of an indefinitely thin layer of repelling matter placed on the surface of each electrified conductor.     We measure the amount of the electricity at any point by the surface density of this equivalent layer.    The whole quantity of electricity is measured by the mass, of the layer.
369.    Surface density.   Since the potential is constant throughout the interior of a conductor, the theorem of Green proved iu
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